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Abstract
The maintenance and stability of soil structures are critical for the stability of alpine grassland
ecosystems. To elucidate how soil structures are altered by the degradation of alpine grasslands, this
study investigated the various characteristics of soil aggregate particle sizes, and associated interactions
with soil variables and soil stability in lightly, moderately, and severely degraded alpine steppes and
meadows in Tianjun County, Qinghai Province, China. The results revealed that grassland degradation
culminated in the modification of soil particle sizes from macro-aggregates (2-0.25 mm) to microaggregates (0.25-0.053 mm), to silt + clay fractions (<0.053 mm), and the stability of soil aggregates
decreased. Moreover, the finer particle size grade might more clearly reflect soil disaggregation
processes. Soil organic carbon (SOC), soil total nitrogen (STN), microbial biomass carbon (MBC),
microbial biomass nitrogen (MBN) contents of both alpine steppes and alpine meadows significantly
decreased with the worsening of grassland degradation. However, the microbial entropy carbon (qMBC)
hardly changed, whereas the microbial entropy nitrogen (qMBN) of the severely degraded alpine steppes
and alpine meadows were significantly higher than their counterparts in lightly and moderately degraded
grasslands. Redundancy analysis (RDA) revealed that SOC, STN, MBC and MBN were positively
correlated with the 2-1 mm fraction and the mean weight diameter (MWD) in both the alpine steppes
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and alpine meadows, but negatively correlated with the 0.25-0.1 mm fraction in the alpine steppes, and
the <0.053 mm fraction in the alpine meadows. Structural equation model (SEM) results revealed that
SOC and STN were the critical factors affecting the composition and stability of soil aggregates.

Keywords: degraded grassland, soil aggregate distribution, soil aggregates stability, alpine steppe,
alpine meadow

Introduction
As basic materials and functional units of soils,
aggregates are porous structures of different scales that
are formed through synergies between mineral particles
and organic matter via biological and microphysical
processes, such as soil microbial bonding, freezingthawing, and wetting-drying [1]. These entities have
been classified as macro-aggregates (>0.25 mm),
micro-aggregates (0.25-0.053 mm), silt + clay fractions
(<0.053 mm) [2-3]. Soil aggregates provide sites
for the storage and transformation of soil nutrients,
such as carbon and nitrogen, and for the survival
of microorganisms [4]. In addition, soil aggregates
have the capacity of resisting external environmental
changes, while maintaining the stability of soil
structures [5]. Thus, the stability of soil aggregates is a
fundamental property that determines soil productivity,
and resistance to erosion and degradation [6], which
can be expressed by a quantitative indicator, namely,
mean weight diameter (MWD). Previous investigations
have shown that the maintenance of soil aggregate
stability is essential for increasing soil organic carbon
sequestration [7], maintaining soil productivity, and
reducing soil erosion and degradation [8-9]. Therefore,
the distribution and stability of soil aggregates are
critical indicators for the evaluation of soil quality.
China has nearly 4 × 106 km2 of grasslands,
accounting for about 40% of the country’s land area
[10]. As a result of long-term disturbances such
as irrational grazing and climate change, 90% of
the available grasslands has been degraded [11].
Currently, the study of soil aggregates during grassland
degradation has focused on grasslands in arid and semiarid regions [12-14]. However, there have been very few
studies focusing on alpine grasslands. Moreover, the
distribution and stability of soil aggregates and their
responses to anthropogenic disturbances also vary with
soil organic matter content, soil texture, hydrothermal
conditions, and other climatic factors. For example,
the soil aggregates in the typical steppe of Northwest
China are dominated by >0.5 mm fraction, while the
0.5-0.25 mm fraction aggregates are negligible. With
worsening grassland degradation, the content of coarse
fraction aggregates (>0.25 mm) decreases significantly,
whereas the content of fine fraction aggregates
(<0.05 mm) increases significantly [15]. In the desert
steppe of Xinjiang, soil aggregates of a low organic
matter content are composed primarily of fine
particles, with the 0.1-0.25 mm fraction having the
highest proportion, and the smallest proportion being

the >0.5 mm fraction, and the >0.25 mm fraction in
freely grazed grassland was significantly lower than
that in long-term enclosed grassland [16]. Thus, soil
aggregates tended to become larger following grassland
degradation. On the Loess Plateau of China, soil
texture is dominated by clay particles, with the highest
proportion of soil aggregates comprising the <0.25 mm
fraction [17]. Moreover, after croplands is converted
to forest and grassland, the >2 mm fraction increased
significantly in the topsoil [18]. These variations in
particle size distribution driven by aggregation and
disaggregation had a significant influence on both
the macro- and micro-porosity of soil systems; thus
determining the quantity and availability of soil
moisture and nutrients, and the rate of gas exchanges
[19]. To date, no studies have been carried out to
compare the particle size changes of soil aggregates
in alpine grassland that has been degraded to different
severities.
Soil microorganisms are the most active biological
factors in the formation of soil aggregates [20], they
live in an environment that is determined by the spatial
distribution of soil particles and affect the formation and
stability of soil aggregates by secreting organic matter
or via physical entanglement [21]. As an important
indicator of soil microbial activity, soil microbial
biomass carbon (MBC) accounts for only 1%-5% of
the SOC [22], whereas microbial biomass nitrogen
(MBN) accounts for about 0.5%-15.3% of the soil total
nitrogen (STN) [23]. The soil microbial quotient is the
ratio of soil microbial carbon and nitrogen to SOC and
STN, which reflects the proportion of active organic
matter, and effectively reveals the dynamic changes in
soil organic matter, and the stability of soil structure
[24]. Previous studies revealed that the effects of soil
structure on soil microorganisms are primarily initiated
through the modified distribution of soil aggregates
[25]. Therefore, quantifying the changes of soil
microorganisms is important for predicting the effects
of future changes in the intensity of management on the
stability of soil aggregates. However, investigations into
the relationships between soil microbial biomass and
soil aggregates in degraded grasslands on the QinghaiTibet Plateau have not been undertaken yet.
As an important animal husbandry base in China,
the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau is one of the most sensitive
regions on Earth to global climate change [26].
Currently, the grassland on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau
has endured different degrees of degradation due to
anthropogenic interference, with the appearance of
the “black soil land” in some areas [27-28]. Grassland
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Table 1. The basic characteristics of sample areas.
Dominant species

Coverage
(%)

Species
number

Grass height
(cm)

Aboveground
biomass
(g/m2)

Belowground
biomass
(g/m2)

LD

Stipa purpurea +
Elymus nutans

78%-80%

12.50±0.51a

17.63±0.45a

446.08±29.38a

3656.57±314.73a

MD

Stipa purpurea + Poa
pratensis

51%-54%

8.50±0.28b

9.47±0.36b

319.76±27.35b

1541.83±51.89b

SD

Stipa purpurea +
P.bifurca

38%-40%

8.01±0.50b

6.55±0.72c

156.76±5.01c

1396.95±290.84b

LD

Kobresia graminifolia
+ Kobresia pygmaea

96%-98%

13.25±0.62a

18.43±0.67a 1176.23±125.97a 13927.59±3020.62a

MD

Kobresia pygmaea +
Carex moorcroftii

93%-95%

12.00±0.91a

15.06±0.73b

970.24±102.07a

8402.72±1637.63b

Kobresia humilis +
87%-90%
O.ochrocephala Bunge

8.50±0.95b

3.28±0.11c

214.72±34.31b

4283.25±298.79c

Grassland Degradation
type
gradient

Alpine
steppe

Alpine
meadow

SD

Different letters in each column indicate significant differences (P<0.05; Duncan’s test). LD - lightly degraded; MD - moderately
degraded; SD- severely degraded.

degradation has led to the breakdown of soil aggregate
structures, which enhances the interactions between
soil microorganisms and soil organic matter, and
accelerates organic matter decomposition, which can
result in a serious loss of soil carbon and nitrogen
[29-30]. Therefore, it is important to study soil
aggregates in alpine steppe and alpine meadow that
are widely distributed on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau.
This study aims to reveal (i) the characteristics of
soil particle size distribution and stability of alpine
grassland during grassland degradation; and (ii) the
relationships between soil variables and the distribution
and stability of soil aggregates during alpine grassland
degradation.

Materials and Methods
Study Area
The study area (96º49’-99º41’E, 36º53’-48º39’N) is
located in Tianjun County of Qinghai Province on the
northeastern Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. This mountainous
area has an altitude ranging from 2,850 to 5,827 m.
It has a continental and plateau climate with an
average annual temperature of -1.5ºC and an average
annual precipitation of 360 mm. There is almost no
frost-free period throughout the year. The grassland
area of Tianjun County is 1.57 × 104 km2, of which
alpine meadow accounts for 45.67%, alpine steppe for
13.69%, degraded black soil beach and windy sand
land for 4.17%. Both frigid alpine grassland/meadow
soil in alpine steppe is shallow, and of a light
coarse quality [31]. The grassland had been degraded
to various levels from light, to moderate and severe.
Based on the particle size distribution of soil aggregates
proposed by Six [32], soil aggregates are further
classified as macro-aggregates (2-0.25 mm), micro-

aggregates (0.25-0.053 mm), and silt and clay fraction
(<0.053 mm).

Experimental Design
According to the grading standard of natural
grassland degradation in Qinghai Province [33], the
degradation of grassland is divided into three severity
grades: light, moderate, and severe. Typical alpine
steppe and alpine meadow of different degrees of
degradation inside the Buha River Basin within the
study area were selected to study soil and vegetation
properties via in situ sampling. Detailed characteristics
of the sampling areas is shown in Table 1.

Sample Collection
In mid-July 2017, a flat terrain with a relatively
consistent soil texture inside the study area was selected
for each level of degradation severity along three 50 m
transects perpendicular to a water channel. Along each
transect, three 1 m × 1 m quadrants were established at
a distance of 15, 25 and 45 m from the water channel,
to survey vegetation properties, and to collect plant and
soil samples. During the vegetation survey, the species
and total coverage were recorded, and the aboveground
portions of the plants were cut off in parallel to the
ground to determine their aboveground biomass.
Subsequently, within each sampling plot four soil
samples from the 0-10 cm depth were extracted with a
5 cm diameter earth drill, and combined to form one
soil sample. The mixed soil samples were transported
to the laboratory where all any animal and plant
residues and small stones were removed. The resultant
soil samples were used to analyze the characteristics
of the soil aggregates, and soil physical and chemical
properties.
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area in Tianjun County, Qinghai Province, China.

Soil Fractionation
The standard procedure described by Cambardella
and Elliott was used to separate water-stable aggregates
[34]. About 100g of <2 mm air-dried soils from the
processed samples were sieved to five grades using
a mesh size of 1.00, 0.50, 0.25, 0.1 and 0.053 mm,
respectively. The sieved soils were pre-soaked in
distilled water for 5 min, during which the water-soil
mixture was vertically oscillated 30 times using a
3.8 cm amplitude at a rate of one oscillation per second.
The soil particles on the topmost sieve were always
below the surface of the water during each oscillation.
Following wet-sieving, the water-stable soil materials
remained on sieves of a unique mesh size (the five
mesh sizes are 1.00, 0.50, 0.25, 0.1 and 0.053 mm).
The remaining soil materials sieved with a unique mesh
size were separately transferred to a beaker, dried in an
oven at 60ºC for 48 h, weighed and stored for analysis.
The percentage ratio of aggregates in each mesh size
represented the water-stable aggregates for the six
classes of particle size: 2-1 mm, 1-0.5 mm, 0.5-0.25 mm,
0.25-0.1 mm, 0.1-0.053 mm, and <0.053 mm.

Analysis of Soil Chemical Properties
The SOC and STN of the processed soil samples
were determined using dichromate digestion and the
micro-kjeldahl method, respectively [35]. MBC and
MBN were determined using the chloroform fumigation
extraction method [36-37]. Briefly, two 25 g soil
subsamples were extracted with 50 ml of 0.5 M K 2SO4
for 30 min on a shaker, and another two subsamples

were fumigated with chloroform for 24 h at 25ºC in a
vacuum desiccator, followed by the identical extraction
procedure to that of the unfumigated samples. The
estimated soil microbial C and N was essentially the
difference in extractable C and N between the fumigated
and unfumigated soils based on the extractability
correction factors: KC = 0.45 for C and K N = 0.54 for N
[38].

Calculation and Statistical Analysis
The percentage of the stable aggregates remaining
on each sieve representing the water stable aggregates
was calculated using the formula from Beare [39]:
(1)
...where Wo is the mass of ith size resistant aggregates
fraction (g), WT is the total mass of wet-sieved soil
(g), and Wi is the concentration of the ith size fraction
(%).
The mean weight diameter (MWD) was employed to
estimate the stability of the aggregates. It was calculated
using the formula from Dexter [40]:
(2)
...where Xi is the mean diameter of the ith size fraction
(mm); and Wi is the concentration of the ith size fraction
(%).
The microbial entropy was calculated using the
formula from Bormann [41]:
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(3)
(4)

...where Cmin is microbial biomass carbon; and Corg is the
soil organic carbon; Nmin is microbial biomass nitrogen,
and Ntot is soil total nitrogen.
One-way ANOVA analysis followed by the Tukey
method was employed to evaluate the influence of
the degradation gradient on the bulk soil properties
and the distribution and stability of soil aggregates.
The significance level was set at P<0.05. Redundancy
analysis (RDA) was employed to analyze the
relationship between soil variables and the distribution
and stability of soil aggregates during the degradation
of alpine grasslands. Additionally, Pearson’s analysis
was performed to determine the correlation between
the distribution and stability of soil aggregates and the
environmental variables.
Further, we performed structural equation
model (SEM) to identify how grassland degradation
indirectly impacted the distribution of water-stable
aggregates, from the mechanisms of soil biotic
and abiotic nutrients changes. Prior to performing
SEM, principal component analysis (PCA) was used
to reduce the number of variables to simplify the
analyses and facilitate interpretations, including
grassland degradation (coverage, aboveground biomass,
belowground biomass), soil organic matter (SOC, STN),
microbial entropy (qMBC, qMBN), soil microbial
biomass (MBC, MBN) and aggregate distribution
(R 2-1, R1-0.5, R0.5-0.25, R0.25-0.1, R0.1-0.053, R<0.053). All indices
were utilized as raw data in the PCA. Subsequently,
the first principal component (PC1) was used for
SEM analysis to represent the grassland degradation
(PC1 explained 87.50% and 87.43% of the variation
in the alpine steppe and alpine meadow, respectively;
Fig. S1), soil organic matter (PC1 explained 98.47%
and 98.25% of the variation in alpine steppe and alpine
meadow, respectively; Fig. S2), soil microbial biomass
(PC1 explained 81.67% and 83.46% of the variation in
alpine steppe and alpine meadow, respectively; Fig. S3),
microbial entropy (PC1 explained 67.22% and 58.57%
of the variation in alpine steppe and alpine meadow,
respectively, Fig. S4), and aggregate distribution (PC1
explained 64.65% and 71.49% of the variation in alpine
steppe and alpine meadow, respectively; Fig. S5).
All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS
22.0, and the results were plotted using Sigmaplot 12.5
and Canoco 5.0.

Results
Aggregate Size Distribution and Their Stability
Two-way analysis of variance revealed that the soil
aggregate content and distribution in the alpine steppe
and alpine meadow varied with grassland degradation

and aggregate size, both individually and jointly
(Fig. 2). In the lightly degraded grassland, the soil
aggregates of the alpine steppe and alpine meadow
were dominated by the 2-1 mm fraction, accounting
for 39.40% and 52.53% of the total soil aggregates,
respectively. In the moderately degraded grassland,
the proportion of soil aggregates in the 0.5-0.25 mm
fraction was the highest in the alpine steppe. While in
the alpine meadow, the dominant soil aggregate was
still the 2-1 mm fraction. This was significantly lower
(P<0.05) than that in the lightly degraded grassland.
The proportion of soil aggregates in the 0.25-0.1 mm
fraction was significantly higher than that in the lightly
and severely degraded grasslands (P<0.05). In the
severely degraded grassland, The soil aggregates most
common in the alpine steppe and alpine meadow have
a particle size of the 0.25-0.1 mm and 0.5-0.25 mm
fractions, respectively, which were significantly higher
than those in the lightly and moderately degraded
grasslands (P<0.05) (Fig. 2a, Fig. 2c).
On the whole, grassland degradation promoted the
destruction of soil aggregates. The specific manifestation
is that the soil aggregates of the two types of degraded
grasslands were primarily 2-0.25 mm, where only
the 2-0.25 mm fraction significantly decreased, and
0.25-0.053 mm fraction significantly increased in
the severely degraded alpine steppe (P<0.05). The
2-0.25 mm, 0.25-0.053 mm and <0.053 mm fractions
in the alpine meadow did not vary significantly with
degradation severity (P>0.05). However, a detailed
classification of soil particle size revealed that with
intensified grassland degradation, soil aggregates of the
alpine steppe and alpine meadow showed an obvious
transition from macro-aggregates to micro-aggregates
and to silt + clay fractions.
The MWD of soil aggregates in the alpine grassland
varied with the level of degradation (Fig. 3). With the
intensification of grassland degradation, the MWD
decreased in both the alpine steppe and alpine meadow.
There were significant differences between the three
degradation gradients in the alpine meadow. However,
the MWD was not significantly different between the
moderately and severely degraded grasslands in alpine
steppe (P<0.05).

Nutrients Content in Bulk Soils
The SOC and STN contents were significantly
different between the alpine steppe and alpine
meadow (Fig. 4). The SOC and STN contents
were 19.21-42.40 g/kg and 1.55-3.79 g/kg,
respectively, in alpine steppe, 47.25 -144.88 g/kg
and 3.56-10.51 g/kg, respectively, in alpine meadow.
With the intensification of grassland degradation,
the SOC and STN contents of both grasslands
showed a significant decreasing trend (P<0.05).
The SOC/STN ratio of the alpine steppe and alpine
meadow was 9.92-12.31 and 11.86-13.78, respectively.
The SOC/STN ratio had a variable response to different
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Fig. 2. Fraction of soil water-stable aggregates in alpine steppe (left plots) and alpine meadow (right plots) with different degradation
severities. Different lowercase letters refer to a significant difference at the 0.05 level between different grassland degradation gradients of
the same particle size. Different capital letters refer to a significant difference between different particle sizes under the same degradation
gradient at the 0.05 level. GD - Grassland degradation; PS - Particle size.

degrees of degradation. The variation of SOC/STN
ratio of the alpine steppe with degradation severity
followed the trend of severely degraded > lightly
degraded > moderately degraded, whereas the trend for
the SOC/STN ratio of the alpine meadow were lightly
degraded ≈ severely degraded > moderately degraThe
MBC content of the alpine steppe and alpine meadow
was 292.59-750.20 mg/kg and 66.95-131.27 mg/kg,
respectively. The corresponding figures for the MBN

content was 487.51-558.21 mg/kg and 143.43-218.65 mg/kg,
respectively. In both the alpine steppe and alpine
meadow, the MBC of the lightly degraded grassland
was all significantly higher than that of the moderately
degraded and severely degraded grasslands (P<0.05).
However, there was no significant difference between
the moderately and severely degraded grasslands.
The MBN exhibited a definite trend in the alpine
steppe across different degradation gradients: lightly

Fig. 3. Mean weight diameter of soil aggregates with different degradation levels. Different letters refer to a significant difference at the
0.05 level. MWD - mean weight diameter; LD - lightly degraded; MD - moderately degraded; SD - severely degraded.
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Fig. 4. Soil nutrients content of alpine steppe (left plots) and alpine meadow (right plots) with different degradation levels. Different
letters indicate a significant difference at the 0.05 level. SOC - Soil organic carbon; STN - Soil total nitrogen; MBC - Microbial biomass
carbon; MBN - microbial biomass nitrogen; qMBC - Microbial entropy carbon; qMBN - Microbial entropy nitrogen; LD - lightly
degraded; MD - moderately degraded; SD - severely degraded.

degraded > moderately degraded > severely degraded
(P<0.05), while the response of MBN to grassland
degradation in the alpine meadow was consistent with
that of MBC. The MBC/MBN ratio of the two types of
grasslands was 3.61-5.96 and 3.38-7.27, respectively. In
both the alpine steppe and alpine meadow, MBC/MBN
ratio in the lightly degraded grassland was significantly
higher than in the moderately and severely degraded
grasslands (P<0.05). The qMBC of the alpine steppe
and the alpine meadow was 1.18%-1.76% and 0.74%1.07%, respectively, and the qMBN was 3.30%-4.28%
and 2.08%-4.03%, respectively. The qMBC of the
lightly degraded alpine steppe was significantly higher
than its moderately and severely degraded counterparts
(P<0.05), and the qMBC of the alpine meadow did not
vary significantly with degradation gradient (P>0.05);
However, the qMBN in severely degraded both alpine
steppe and alpine meadow was significantly higher
than their lightly and moderately degraded counterparts
(P<0.05).

Relationship between Soil Aggregates
and Soil Properties
Redundancy analysis (RDA) was employed to
identify those soil variables that influenced the
distribution of soil aggregate particle sizes and
stability during grassland degradation. The cumulative
interpretation rate of the first two axes was 81.3%
and 85.9% for the alpine steppe and alpine meadow,
respectively (Fig. 5, Table S1). The results indicated
that each soil variable is able to explain 1.4%-47.0%
of the changes in the distribution and stability of soil
aggregates in the alpine steppe (0.8%-53.7% in alpine
meadow) (Table 2). The observed variations in soil
aggregates particle size and stability were significantly
correlated with certain specific soil variables
(Table S2). In the alpine steppe, SOC, STN, MBC, and
MBN were positively correlated with the MWD and
2-1 mm fraction (P<0.05, Table S2), while they were
negatively correlated with the 0.25-0.1 mm fraction
(P<0.05, Table S2). In the alpine meadow, SOC, STN,
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Fig. 5. Relationships between soil aggregates and soil variables in a) alpine grassland and b) with different degrees of degradation. R2-1
represents the proportion of soil aggregates with 2-1 mm fraction; R1-0.5 represents the proportion of soil aggregates with particle size of
1-0.5 mm; R0.5-0.25 represents the 0.5-0.25 mm fraction; R0.25-0.1 represents the 0.25 - 0.1 mm fraction; R0.1-0.053 represents the 0.1-0.053 mm
fraction; R<0.053 represents the <0.053 mm fraction.

the 2-0.25 mm fraction decreased, but increased in
the 0.25-0.053 mm fraction, which further verified
that the soil aggregates of the two types of grassland
gradually changed from the macro-aggregates to microaggregates, and further to silt + clay fractions.
Furthermore, the SEM showed a good fit between
grassland degradation, soil organic matter, microbial
entropy, soil microbial biomass, and aggregate
distribution (alpine steppe: χ2 = 0.415, df = 1,
P = 0.0.520, RMSEA = 0.000; alpine meadow:
χ2 = 0.098, df = 1, P = 0.754, RMSEA = 0.000,
respectively) (Fig. 6). Our results revealed that the
degradation of alpine steppe and alpine meadow had

MBC, and MBN were positively correlated with the
MWD and the 2-1 mm fraction (P<0.05), which was
significantly and negatively correlated with the <0.053
mm fraction (P<0.05, Table S2).
Overall, SOC, STN, SOC/STN, MBC, MBN,
MBC/MTN and qMBC in the alpine steppe and alpine
meadow was positively correlated with the 2-0.25 mm
fraction and MWD, but negatively correlated with the
0.25-0.053 mm fraction. Moreover, SOC, STN, MBC
and MBN in the alpine steppe and alpine meadow
decreased gradually, whereas the stability of soil
structure decreased with the intensified degradation
of grasslands. The proportion of soil aggregates in

Table 2. Variations of soil aggregates distribution and stability explained by soil variables during grassland degradation.
Alpine steppe

Alpine meadow

Explains (%)

F

P

Explains (%)

F

P

SOC

47.0

8.9

0.002

53.7

11.6

0.002

STN

26.3

8.8

0.002

16.2

4.9

0.022

MBN

6.0

3.0

0.005

10.5

4.3

0.016

MBC

5.5

2.0

0.016

2.7

1.1

0.034

qMBC

2.6

1.2

0.338

0.8

0.3

0.754

qMBN

3.3

1.3

0.258

1.0

0.4

0.746

SOC/STN

1.7

0.8

0.482

1.0

0.4

0.788

MBC/MBN

1.4

0.6

0.632

5.6

2.5

0.126

SOC - Soil organic carbon; STN - Soil total nitrogen; MBC - Microbial biomass carbon; MBN - microbial biomass nitrogen; qMBC
- Microbial entropy carbon; qMBN - Microbial entropy nitrogen.
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Fig. 6. Structural Equation Model (SEM) based on the effects of grassland degradation, soil organic matter, microbial entropy and soil
microbial biomass on soil aggregate distribution (Alpine steppe: χ2 = 1.175, df = 1, P = 0.186, RMSEA = 0.000; Alpine meadow: χ2 =
1.348, df = 1, P = 0.524, RMSEA = 0.000). Solid arrows represent significant relationships; dashed arrows indicate insignificant path
coefficients (p>0.05). Values associated with arrows indicate standardized path coefficients (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001). Arrow
width corresponds to the standardized path coefficient. R2 associated with response variables represent the proportion of explained
variation by other variables. SOC - Soil organic carbon; STN - Soil total nitrogen; MBC - Microbial biomass carbon; MBN - Microbial
biomass nitrogen; qMBC - Microbial entropy carbon; qMBN - Microbial entropy nitrogen.

positive effects on the decrease of soil organic matter
and microbial biomass (P<0.001), but negative effects
on the decrease of soil microbial entropy (P<0.05).
Soil organic matter significantly and positively affected
microbial biomass and soil aggregate distribution
(P<0.05), while soil microbial biomass and microbial
entropy were not significantly correlated with the
distribution of soil aggregates (P>0.05).

Discussion
Based on the particle size classification of soil
aggregates by Six [32], this study further refined the
sizes of soil aggregates and compared them with
the findings of previous studies, which reported the
<0.25 mm fraction of soil aggregates in the degraded
grassland as being the dominant particle size [42-44].
However, the results of this study revealed that the
2-0.25 mm fraction was dominant in the alpine steppe
and alpine meadow. A further detailed classification of
the soil particle size showed that in lightly degraded
grassland, the soil aggregates of the alpine steppe and
alpine meadow were dominated by the 2-1 mm fraction;
In moderately degraded grassland, the 0.5-0.25 mm
fraction of soil aggregates has the largest proportion
in the alpine steppe, while the size of soil aggregate
that dominated the alpine meadow was still the
2-1 mm fraction; In severely degraded grassland, the
soil aggregates in the alpine steppe and alpine meadow
possessed the largest proportion of 0.25-0.1 mm and
0.5-0.25 mm particle size, respectively.
Soil aggregates comprise the basic materials
and functional units of soil, and their particle size
distribution is closely related to its physical and
chemical properties and soil structure stability, and

are sensitive to various disturbances [5, 12, 45]. In this
study, with the intensification of grassland degradation,
the soil aggregates of both alpine steppe and alpine
meadow showed a trend of transitioning from macroaggregates to micro-aggregates and further to the
silt + clay fractions, which were consistent with the
findings reported in the literature [46, 47, 13]. These
results further illustrated that a detailed classification of
soil particle sizes can more clearly reflect the process
involved in the structural changes of soils during
grassland degradation.
Soil organic matter is the core substance that
maintains soil structure and influences the soil microenvironment [48, 7]. Grassland degradation can affect
the accumulation and decomposition of soil organic
matter [49]. In this study, the SOC and STN content
in the alpine steppe and alpine meadow showed a
trend of lightly degraded>moderately degraded>
severely degraded (P<0.05), which was primarily due
to the intensification of grassland degradation. A lower
vegetation cover and reduced aboveground biomass
resulted in a reduced organic matter input to the soil as
a major source of nutrients, and decreased soil carbon
sequestration [50]. Further, soil aggregates are a critical
component of soil structure and have an important
physical and biological mechanism for protecting soil
organic carbon and nitrogen [42]. Grassland degradation
leads to the breakdown of soil aggregate structure,
which increases the contact area of microorganisms and
organic carbon within the aggregate; thus, accelerating
the decomposition of soil organic carbon and nitrogen
and decreasing their contents [29-30]. Previous studies
found that the SOC and STN content and distribution
of soil aggregates were related to aggregates size and
microbial activity [51-52]. This study also found that
with the intensification of grassland degradation, the
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soil aggregates of both types of grassland exhibited an
obvious transition from macro-aggregates to microaggregates and further to silt + clay fractions. In
addition, the stability of soil aggregates gradually
decreased, which was consistent with the changes in the
SOC and STN content.
Soil microorganisms are essential for decomposition
of soil organic matter, which affects the turnover of
soil organic carbon and nitrogen [53, 25]. While soil
microbial biomass is primarily determined by the soil
organic matter content [48]. As grassland degradation
intensifies, the energy and nutrients on which soil
microbes depend for survival decrease. Further, the
soil environment that is suitable for microbial survival
deteriorates severely, which results in decreased
microbial biomass and metabolic activity [54, 55]. In this
study, the contents of MBC and MBN in the two types
of grassland soils in the lightly degraded grassland were
significantly higher than in the moderately and severely
degraded grassland (P<0.05), while no significant
difference existed between moderately and severely
degraded. The changes of qMBC in the alpine steppe
at different degrees of degradation were consistent
with those of MBC; however, qMBC content was
not significantly different in the alpine meadow with
different degrees of degradation (P>0.05). The qMBN of
the severely degraded alpine steppe and alpine meadow
were significantly higher than their counterparts in
lightly and moderately degraded grasslands. It may
be explained by the fact that the rupturing of soil
aggregates under severe degradation enlarged the
surface contact area between microorganisms and
soil organic carbon. Subsequently, this increased the
concentration of nutrients that could be directly utilized
by microorganisms, thus alleviating the sharp decrease
in microbial biomass. Additionally, in contrast to the
moderately degraded and severely degraded grassland,
the lightly degraded grassland had a topsoil rich in
dense roots that provided favorable conditions for the
growth and reproduction of microorganisms, which
significantly improved soil microbial biomass and
qMBN.
The SOC/STN ratio can reflect the decomposition of
soil organic matter and the potential mineralization and
retention of soil carbon-nitrogen by microorganisms
[56]. In this study, the SOC/STN ratio of moderately
degraded alpine steppe and alpine meadow grasslands
were significantly lower than that of the lightly and
severely degraded grasslands, indicating that the
potential nitrogen mineralization rate increased in the
moderately degraded grassland, which may have been
caused by the destruction of soil structures under
moderate degradation, where the assimilation of soil
organic carbon by microorganisms was greater [5758]. In addition, the higher the MBC/MBN ratio, the
greater the proportion of fungi in the soil microbial
community to some extent [55, 52]. In this study, MBC/
MBN ratio in both types of grasslands responded
differently to the degree of degradation, in which
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MBC/MBN ratio increased significantly under lightly
degraded, but did not change under moderately and
severely degraded (P < 0.05). There was no significant
difference between moderately and severely degraded.
These results indicated that the proportion of fungi in
the soil microbial communities decreased, whereas the
proportion of bacteria increased following grassland
degradation. In conclusion, grassland degradation
affected the soil organic matter transformation process
and the structure of the soil microbial community.
However, the kinetics behind the structural adjustment
of soil microbial communities induced by soil
decomposition remains unknown.
The MWD is a comprehensive indicator that reflects
the stability of soil aggregates [59-60]. The larger
the MWD, the more stable the soil aggregates [61].
Grassland degradation disrupts the physical barriers
of soil aggregates between microorganisms, enzymes,
organic carbon and nitrogen, which enhances the
microorganism decomposition, as well as the turnover
rate of organic carbon and nitrogen, thus, leading to a
less stable soil structure, with a decreased proportion
of macro-aggregates, and an increased proportion of
micro-aggregates and silt and clay fraction [53, 25]. The
RDA results revealed that soil variables can effectively
explain the modifications of soil particle size and
stability during grassland degradation. Certain soil
variables had a significant correlation with particle size
and stability. For instance, SOC, STN, MBC and MBN
were positively correlated with the 2-1 mm fraction and
MWD in both the alpine steppe and alpine meadow,
and negatively correlated with 0.25-0.1 mm fraction in
the alpine steppe and <0.053 mm fraction in the alpine
meadow. The results of SEM further revealed that the
degradation of alpine steppe and alpine meadow resulted
in the decrease of soil organic matter and soil microbial
biomass, but increased soil microbial entropy. Moreover,
soil organic matter positively affected the transformation
of soil macro-aggregates to micro-aggregates and to slit
+ clay fractions. However, soil microbial biomass and
microbial entropy were not significantly correlated with
soil aggregate stability. Although soil microorganisms
were involved in various ecological processes, such
as the decomposition of organic matter, the formation
of humus, and transformation cycle of soil nutrients
[48], it had a relatively negligible impact on the
formation of soil aggregates. While soil organic matter
was an important cementer during the formation of
agglomerates, its content was critical to the formation
of soil aggregates [7].

Conclusions
Grassland degradation affects the particle size
distribution and stability of soil aggregates in alpine
steppe and alpine meadow. With the intensification
of grassland degradation, soil aggregates exhibited
a significant transition from macro-aggregates
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(2-0.25 mm) to micro-aggregates (0.25-0.053 mm), and
further to the silt and clay fraction (<0.053 mm) in both
the steppe and meadow. The stability of soil aggregates
gradually decreased with degradation severity.
Moreover, the detailed classification of soil particle
sizes into six grades were able to more clearly reveal the
processes of the soil structural changes during grassland
degradation. Meanwhile, the SOC, STN, MBC and
MBN contents in the alpine steppe and alpine meadow
decreased significantly, while qMBC had relatively
moderate changes. The qMBN of the severely degraded
grassland in both the alpine steppe and alpine meadow
was significantly higher than that of the lightly and
moderately degraded grasslands. The SOC, STN, MBC
and MBN were positively correlated with the 2-1 mm
fraction and MWD in both the alpine steppe and alpine
meadow, while they were negatively correlated with
the 0.25-0.1 mm fraction in the alpine steppe and the
<0.053 mm fraction in the alpine meadow. Soil organic
matter was essential to the formation and stability of
soil aggregates.
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Supplementary materials
Table S1.1. Canonical coefficients of soil variables and aggregate distribution of the RDA in alpine steppe.
Axes

1

2

3

4

Total variance

Eigenvalues

0.532

0.281

0.087

0.011

1.000

aggregate distribution- soil variables correlation

0.985

0.989

0.954

0.668

Cumulative percentage variance of aggregate distribution

53.2

81.4

90.1

91.2

Cumulative percentage variance of aggregate distribution soil variables

58.0

88.7

98.2

99.4

Sum of all eigenvalues

1.000

Sum of all canonical eigenvalues

0.917

Table S1.2. Canonical coefficients of soil variables and aggregate distribution of the RDA in Alpine meadow.
Axes

1

2

3

4

Total variance

Eigenvalues

0.590

0.269

0.034

0.020

1.000

aggregate distribution- soil variables correlation

0.962

0.984

0.858

0.855

Cumulative percentage variance of aggregate distribution

59.0

85.8

89.3

91.3

Cumulative percentage variance of aggregate distribution soil variables

64.3

93.5

97.2

99.5

Sum of all eigenvalues

1.000

Sum of all canonical eigenvalues

0.918

Table S2.1. Correlation analysis of soil variables and soil aggregate size distribution and stability in alpine steppe.
MWD

R2-1

R1-0.5

R0.5-0.25

R0.25-0.1

R0.1-0.053

R<0.053

R2-0.25

R0.25-0.053

SOC

0.914***

0.888***

-0.199

-0.298

-0.831**

0.629*

0.533

0.710**

-0.775**

STN

0.801**

0.769**

-0.258

-0.118

-0.846**

0.588*

0.411

0.771**

-0.810**

SOC/STN

0.333

0.348

-0.654*

0.496

-0.930***

0.271

0.276

0.553

-0.949***

MBC

0.868**

0.845**

0.179

-0.584*

-0.568*

0.713**

0.712**

0.374

-0.450

MBN

0.868***

0.852***

-0.393

-0.153

-0.860***

0.504

0.385

0.808**

-0.845**

MBC/
MBN

0.496

0.481

0.526

-0.656*

-0.103

0.552

0.615*

-0.107

0.037

qMBC

0.563*

0.557*

0.597*

-0.787*

0.057

0.582*

0.697*

-0.159

0.096

qMBC

-0.206

-0.186

0.011

-0.040

0.297

-0.235

-0.034

-0.278

0.294

Significance level are as follows: *P<0.01; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; SOC - Soil organic carbon; STN - Soil total nitrogen; MBC
- Microbial biomass carbon; MBN - microbial biomass nitrogen; qMBC - Microbial entropy carbon; qMBN - Microbial entropy
nitrogen.
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Table S2.2. Correlation analysis of soil variables and soil aggregate size distribution and stability in alpine meadow.
MWD

R2-1

R1-0.5

R0.5-0.25

R0.25-0.1

R0.1-0.053

R<0.053

R2-0.25

R0.25-0.053

SOC

0.934***

0.900***

0.675*

-0.837**

-0.166

-0.716**

-0.894***

0.416

-0.493

STN

0.968***

0.943***

0.721**

-0.904***

-0.027

-0.750**

-0.898***

0.365

-0.404

SOC/STN

0.066

0.045

-0.052

0.160

-0.817**

-0.037

-0.216

0.444

-0.655*

MBC

0.778**

0.718**

0.495

-0.627*

-0.335

-0.533

-0.750**

0.421

-0.544

MBN

0.775**

0.814**

0.357

-0.789**

0.122

-0.465

-0.616*

0.023

-0.125

MBC/
MBN

0.642*

0.550

0.503

-0.463

-0.386

-0.479

-0.655*

0.485

-0.572

qMBC

0.435

0.418

0.463

-0.561

-0.595

-0.652*

0.639*

0.908***

-0.909***

qMBN

-0.900***

-0.872**

-0.819**

0.851**

-0.046

0.835**

0.900**

-0.465

0.387

Significance level are as follows: *P<0.01; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; SOC - Soil organic carbon; STN - Soil total nitrogen; MBC
- Microbial biomass carbon; MBN - microbial biomass nitrogen; qMBC - Microbial entropy carbon; qMBN - Microbial entropy
nitrogen.

Table S3. Summary of results and fittings of the final structural equation model analysis.
I Alpine steppe.
Notes for Model (Default model)
Number of distinct sample moments = 15
Computation of degrees of freedom

Number of distinct parameters to be estimated = 14
Degrees of freedom (15-14) = 1
Result (Default model)
Minimum was achieved
Chi-square = 0.415
Probability level = 0.520

Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model): Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

Soil organic matter ←Grassland degradation

0.914

0.122

7.483

***

par_1

Microbial entropy ←Grassland degradation

-0.609

0.239

2.547

0.011

par_3

Soil microbial biomass ←Grassland degradation

0.623

0.140

4.453

***

par_2

Soil microbial biomass ←Microbial entropy

0.074

0.072

1.029

0.033

par_8

Soil microbial biomass ←Soil organic matter

0.426

0.141

3.016

0.003

par_7

Aggregate distribution ←Soil organic matter

0.467

0.335

4.377

***

par_4

Aggregate distribution ←Microbial entropy

0.507

0.133

3.822

0.968

par_6

Aggregate distribution ←Soil microbial biomass

0.179

0.529

0.339

0.735

par_5

Aggregate distribution ←Grassland degradation

0.550

0.411

1.388

0.181

par_9

Standardized Regression Weights

Estimate

Soil organic matter ←Grassland degradation

0.914

Microbial entropy ←Grassland degradation

-0.609

Soil microbial biomass ←Grassland degradation

0.622

Soil microbial biomass ←Microbial entropy

0.425

Aggregate distribution ←Soil organic matter

0.399
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Table S3. Continued.

Variances

Aggregate distribution ←Microbial entropy

0.074

Aggregate distribution ←Soil microbial biomass

0.171

Aggregate distribution ←Microbial entropy

0.483

Aggregate distribution ←Grassland degradation

0.525
Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

Grassland degradation

0.917

0.391

2.345

0.019

par_10

eSoil organic matter

0.151

0.064

2.345

0.019

par_11

eMicrobial entropy

0.577

0.246

2.345

0.019

par_12

eSoil microbial biomass

0.032

0.014

2.345

0.019

par_13

eAggregate distribution

0.098

0.042

2.345

0.019

par_14

Model

NPAR

CMIN

DF

P

CMIN/
DF

Default model

14

0.415

1

0.520

0.415

Saturated model

15

0.000

0

Independence model

5

86.948

10

0.000

8.695

Model

RMR

GFI

AGFI

PGFI

Default model

0.037

0.985

0.781

0.066

Saturated model

0.000

1.000

Independence model

0.552

0.315

-0.028

0.210

Model

RMSEA

LO 90

HI 90

PCLOSE

Default model

0.000

0.000

0.685

0.525

Independence model

0.836

0.680

1.003

0.000

Model Fit Summary

CMIN

RMR, GFI

RMSEA

II Alpine meadow
Notes for Model (Default model)
Number of distinct sample moments = 15
Computation of degrees of freedom

Number of distinct parameters to be estimated = 14
Degrees of freedom (21 - 19) = 1
Result (Default model)
Minimum was achieved
Chi-square = 0.098
Probability level = 0.754

Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model): Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

Soil organic matter ←Grassland degradation

0.936

0.104

8.837

***

par_1

Microbial entropy ←Grassland degradation

-0.529

0.256

-2.065

0.039

par_3

Soil microbial biomass ←Grassland degradation

0.195

0.186

1.049

0.005

par_2

Soil microbial biomass ←Microbial entropy

0.388

0.077

5.068

***

par_9

Soil microbial biomass ←Soil organic matter

0.940

0.185

5.080

***

par_8
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Aggregate distribution ←Soil organic matter

0.601

0.230

0.114

0.035

par_4

Aggregate distribution ←Microbial entropy

0.864

0.508

1.699

0.089

par_6

Aggregate distribution ←Soil microbial biomass

0.090

0.096

0.906

0.057

par_5

Aggregate distribution ←Grassland degradation

0.213

0.708

0.300

0.764

par_7

Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

Grassland degradation

0.917

0.391

2.345

0.019

par_10

eSoil organic matter

0.113

0.048

2.345

0.019

par_11

eMicrobial entropy

0.042

0.018

2.345

0.019

par_13

eSoil microbial biomass

0.661

0.282

2.345

0.019

par_12

eAggregate distribution

0.558

0.238

2.345

0.019

par_14

Standardized Regression Weights

Variances

Estimate

Soil organic matter ←Grassland degradation

0.936

Microbial entropy ←Grassland degradation

-0.529

Soil microbial biomass ←Grassland degradation

0.193

Soil microbial biomass ←Microbial entropy

0.384

Soil microbial biomass ←Soil organic matter

0.931

Aggregate distribution ←Soil organic matter

0.598

Aggregate distribution ←Microbial entropy

0.863

Aggregate distribution ←Soil microbial biomass

0.109

Aggregate distribution ←Grassland degradation

0.213

Model Fit Summary

CMIN

RMR, GFI

RMSEA

Model

NPAR

CMIN

DF

P

CMIN/DF

Default model

14

0.098

1

0.754

0.098

Saturated model

15

0.000

0

Independence model

6

66.008

10

0.000

6.601

Model

RMR

GFI

AGFI

PGFI

Default model

0.012

0.996

0.947

0.066

Saturated model

0.000

1.000

Independence model

0.444

0.415

0.123

0.277

Model

RMSEA

LO 90

HI 90

PCLOSE

Default model

0.000

0.000

0.547

0.758

Independence model

0.714

0.556

0.882

0.000
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Fig. S1. Species-sample bi-plot of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of grassland degradation in alpine steppe a) and alpine meadow
b). Percentages along the axes correspond to the amount of explained variability in grassland degradation.

Fig. S2. Species-sample bi-plot of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of soil organic matter in alpine steppe a) and alpine meadow
b). Percentages along the axes correspond to the amount of explained variability in soil organic matter. SOC - Soil organic carbon; STN
- Soil total nitrogen.

Fig. S3. Species-sample bi-plot of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of soil microbial biomass in alpine steppe a) and alpine meadow
b). Percentages along the axes correspond to the amount of explained variability in soil microbial biomass. MBC - Microbial biomass
carbon; MBN - microbial biomass nitrogen.
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Fig. S4. Species-sample bi-plot of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of microbial entropy in alpine steppe a) and alpine meadow b).
Percentages along the axes correspond to the amount of explained variability in microbial entropy. qMBC - Microbial entropy carbon;
qMBN - Microbial entropy nitrogen.

Fig. S5. Species-sample bi-plot of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of aggregate distribution in alpine steppe a) and alpine meadow
b). Percentages along the axes correspond to the amount of explained variability in aggregate distribution.

